
Sr. 
No. Description of Items  Quantity Unit Rate Amount in Rs

1

Removing and scraping of old deteriorated
plaster of any thickness fromm wall / R.C.C
member including stacking of serviceable
material and disposal of unserviceable from site
of work with all lead and lift

315.00 Smt 12.92 4069.8

2

Demolition of Brick work and stone masonry
including stacking of serviceable materilas and
disposal of unserviceable materials with all lead
and lift.(ii) In Cement Mortar.

4.00 Cmt 363.30 1453.2

3

Dismentling doors, windows, ventilators etc.
(wood or steel) shutters including chowkhats
architraves, holdfasts and other attachment etc.
complete and stacking them within all lead and
lift.(i) Not exceeding 3 Sq.M. in area.

4.00 Nos. 123.90 495.6

4

Dismentaling of sheet roofing including ridges,
Hips, Valleys, Gutters etc. stacking of
serviceable materilas and disposal of
unserviceable materials with all lead and lift.(i)
A.C..sheet roofing.

61.00 Smt 35.70 2177.7

5
Dismentling steel work including distempering
and stacking the materials with all lead and lift.

550.00 Kg 2.42 1331

6
Dismentalling of alluminium partition with all
tools and tackle and disposal of same as
directed by EIC 

1.00 Job 1000.00 1000

SCHEDULE - B

Name of Work: GI Roofing for Store Room and 1st Floor Revenue Section, Colour Work and 
Other Renovation Work For Pradhuman Nagar Sub Division under Rajkot City Circle  



7

Excavation for foundation upto 1.5 m depth
including sorting out and stacking of
useful materials and disposing off the
excavated stuff upto 50 Meter lead. Loose or
soft  soil

5.00 Cmt 148.75 743.75

8

Providing and laying cement concrete 1:3:6 (1-
Cement : 3- Coarse sand : 6- graded stone
aggregates 40 mm nominal size) and curing
complete excluding cost of formwork in (A)
Foundation and Plinth.

6.00 Cmt 2334.20 14005.2

9

Brick work using common burnt clay building
bricks having crushing strength not less than 35
kg./Sq.Cm. in in superstructure above plinth
level upto floor two level in Cement Mortar 1:5
(1- Cement : 5 -fine sand)  Conventional

10.00 Cmt 3066.80 30668

10

Half Brick work using common burnt clay
building bricks having crushing strength not
less than 35kg/ sq.cm in Super structure  cement 
mortar 1:4 (B) Conventional

36.00 Smt 442.20 15919.2

11

Filling in foundation and plinth with murrum or
selected soil in layers of 20cm. thickness
including watering, ramming and consolidating
etc. complete.

15.00 Cmt 215.54 3233.1

12

Providing 10MM thick cement plaster in single
coat on Brick/concrete walls for interior
plastering level finished even and smooth in
Cement Mortar 1:3 (1-Cement :3-Sand) with
finishing with a floating coat of neat cement
slurry.

50.00 Smt 133.57 6678.5

13
Providing 15 mm. Thick cement plaster in
single coat on all side Brick/concrete walls for
interior plastering up to floor two level.

190.00 Smt 113.40 21546

14

20mm thick sand faced cement plaster on walls
upto height 10 metres above ground level
consisting of 12mm thick backing coat of C.M.
1:3 (1-cement : 3-sand) and 8mm thick
finishing coat of C.M. 1:1 (1-cement : 1-sand)
etc. complete.

370.00 Smt 199.50 73815



15

Applying One coat of primer of approved brand
and manufacture on new wall surface to give an
even shade including thoroughly brushing the
surface free from mortar dropping and other
foreign matter and sand papered smooth.

370.00 Smt 28.00 10360

16

Finishing wall with weather proof exterior
emulsion paint on wall surface (two coats) to
give an required shape even shade after
thoroughly brushing the surface to remove all
dirt, and remains of loose powdered
materials.etc complete.

630.00 Smt 75.60 47628

17

Applying two coats of birla (white cement
based) or asian or equivalent and two coats of
primer of approved brand and manufacture on
new wall surface to give an even shade
including thoroughly brushing the surface free
from mortar dropping and other foreign matter
and sand papered smooth.

190.00 Smt 47.41 9007.9

18

Wall painting (two coats) with plastic emulsion
paint of approved brand and manufacture on
undecorated wall surface to give an even shade
including throughly brushing the surface free
from mortar droppings and other foreign matter
and sand papered smooth.- For Wall

540.00 Smt 53.24 28749.6

19

Wall painting (two coats) with plastic emulsion
paint of approved brand and manufacture on
undecorated wall surface to give an even shade
including throughly brushing the surface free
from mortar droppings and other foreign matter
and sand papered smooth.- in ceiling

320.00 Smt 56.81 18179.2

20

Painting two coats (excluding priming coat) on
new steel and other metal surface with enamel
paint, brushing, interior to give an even shade
including cleaning the surface an even shade
including cleanicn the surface of all dirt, dust
and other foreign matter.

30.00 Smt 58.07 1742.1



21

Providing and laying coloured glazed tiles of he
size 300mm x 200mm x 8mm / 300mm x
450mm x 8mm in floring, skirting, risers of
steps and dedo on 10mm thick cement plaster
1:3 (1-Cement : 3-Coarse sand) & jointed with
white cement slurry.

10.00 Smt 951.30 9513

22

Providing and laying 25MM thick Kotah stone
slab flooring over 20MM (average) thick base
of Cement Mortar 1:6 ( 1-Cement : 6-Coarse
sand ) or lime mortar 1:1.5 laid over and jointed
with grey cement slurry including rubbing etc
complete. [A] 25MM thick as directed by EIC.

32.00 Smt 638.40 20428.8

23

Providing & laying 20 to 25mm thick, both
faces polished kotah stone with all edges
machine cut up to 450mm to 600 mm width
and of required length (only one piece to be
used ) of approved quality for cupboard shelves
or vertical partition including fixing the same
in masonry wall by cement mortar in three
sides including curing etc. complete as directed
by E.I.C 

42.00 Smt 1105.00 46410

24

Providing corrugated G.I. sheet of class-3
roofing fixed with glavanished iron J or L
Hooks, Bolts and nuts 8mm diameter with
bitumen and G.I. limpet washer or G.I. limpet
washer. filled with white lead complete
excluding the cost of purlins, Rafters and
Trusses.(1) 0.60 mm thick sheet. 

92.00 Smt 656.00 60352

25

Providing,layng and jointing in true line and
level 15 mm dia. U.P.V.C pipe for cold water
including fittings as per approved by engineer in 
charge. Pipe shall be fixed on the wall with the
help of clamp at every two meter c/c or shall be
concealed as directed including necessary
fittings etc. Including testing of ppe and joints
and fixing the same with adhesive solvent,
Including cost of all materal (A) 15mm

10.00 Rmt 84.87 848.7



26

Providing,layng and jointing in true line and
level 25 mm dia. U.P.V.C pipe for cold water
including fittings as per approved by engineer in 
charge. Pipe shall be fixed on the wall with the
help of clamp at every two meter c/c or shall be
concealed as directed including necessary
fittings etc. Including testing of ppe and joints
and fixing the same with adhesive solvent,
Including cost of all materal (A) 25mm

10.00 Rmt 107.29 1072.9

27

Providing,layng and jointing in true line and
level 32 mm dia. U.P.V.C pipe for cold water
including fittings as per approved by engineer in 
charge. Pipe shall be fixed on the wall with the
help of clamp at every two meter c/c or shall be
concealed as directed including necessary
fittings etc. Including testing of ppe and joints
and fixing the same with adhesive solvent,
Including cost of all materal (A) 32mm

10.00 Rmt 139.20 1392

28

Providing,layng and jointing in true line and
level 40 mm dia. U.P.V.C pipe for cold water
including fittings as per approved by engineer in 
charge. Pipe shall be fixed on the wall with the
help of clamp at every two meter c/c or shall be
concealed as directed including necessary
fittings etc. Including testing of ppe and joints
and fixing the same with adhesive solvent,
Including cost of all materal (A) 40mm

10.00 Rmt 173.03 1730.3

29

Providing & fixing to wall, ceilling, and floor in
plumb by means of GI clamps of 18 gauge sheet
with 1 to 1.5 mtrs. Distance 6.00 Kg. /cm2
working pressure polythene pipes of approved
brand incl. joining with approved solution & all
fittings like bend, tee. Y bend plug bend with
water tight jointsIf pipe laid in trenchesscope -
75mm  Dia.  

10.00 Rmt 175.00 1750



30

Providing & fixing to wall, ceilling, and floor in
plumb by means of GI clamps of 18 gauge sheet
with 1 to 1.5 mtrs. Distance 6.00 Kg. /cm2
working pressure polythene pipes of approved
brand incl. joining with approved solution & all
fittings like bend, tee. Y bend plug bend with
water tight jointsIf pipe laid in trenchesscope -
110 mm  Dia.  

10.00 Rmt 322.00 3220

31
Providing and fixing screw down bib taps of
following size [B] Brass chromium plated
screws down Bib tap. [I] 15MM dia.

2.00 No. 218.29 436.58

32
Providing and fixing brass screw down stop tap
15mm dia

2.00 No. 240.47 480.94

33

P/F wash basin with single hole for pillar tap
with providing and fixung 15mmC.P. brass
quarter turn pillar tap, capstan head screw down
high pressure with screws, shanks and back
nutswith C.I. or M.S. Brackets painted white
paint including cutting holes and making good
the same including C.P. brass waste, stop tap
and waste Pipes - vitreous china.-Flat back
washbasin 550 x 400 mm. Size - in colour.

1.00 No. 1645.00 1645

34

Providing and fixing Urinal of approved quality
including connection with trap and with integral
longitudinal flush pipe with stop tap (A)
Squating plate pattern white earthenware
550mm x 300mm.

1.00 No. 1269.47 1269.47

35
Providing and fixing Gun metal check or non-
return full-way wheel valve. [D] 40MM dia.

1.00 No. 775.09 775.09

36

Providing & fixing PVC SWR nahni trap IS
14735 for drain nominal 100 mm dia. of self
cleaning design with PVC screwed down or
higher grating and S.S. jali including cost of
cutting & making good the walls.  

2.00 No. 376.95 753.9

37
Providing & Fixing C I Cover of size 600mm X
450mm with framing as directed by EIC.   

2.00 No. 1400.00 2800



38

Providing and fixing FRP 28MM thick Fiber
glass shutter with 1.5 to 2.0 mm thick fire
retardent grade FRP skin in depressed pannel
shutter having extra reinforcement on sides and
edges and in Gel coat finish.The core of the
shutter & frame is to be filled up with injected
fire retardent grade polyurethane foam done in
situ along with embedded wooden pieces for
stiffening and also for taking hinges and
fixtures .The whole FRP shutter is to be water
proof,wheathereproof,termite proof and
resistance to mild acid /alkali .Rates are to be
inclusive of S.S. hinges with necessary screws
and alluminium fixtures and fastenings. 

4.00 Smt 2293.00 9172

39

Providing, & fixing hot pressed phenol bonded,
exterior type solid flush door 30mm shutter
made by approved brand & as per I.S.I. standard
with water resisting plywood facing and 1mm
thick laminated sheet on both side of door &
teak wood leaping all-round including fixing
with marble by approved size and nos. of s.s.
hinges .If necessary with glass looking window
with T.W. batten and polishing /Colour. Rates
are without fixtures & fastening but with 3 NO.
of 100mm. long butt or parliamentary hinges on
each flap of double shutter & 150mm. long
hinges for single shutter and 3 NO. of M.S. flat
hold fast grouted in C.C. (1:2:4) on each side of
frame, 3 coats of oil painting of approved
shades make etc., complete as per drawing & as
directed by E.I.C.

5.00 Smt 4012.00 20060



40

Providing and fxing window having extruded
alluminium colour anodized section frame main
outer size 63.50x38.10x1.95mm of jindal @ wt
1.094 kg/Rmt Horizontal two track member
size 61.85x31.75x1.20mm vertical member of
size 61.85x31.75x1.30mm@ 0.659 kg/mt with
sliding shutters of horizontal member size
40x18x1.29mm vertical member of size
40x18x1.29@ wt 0.457 kg/mt with 5mm thick
transparent bronze colour tinted flowat glass
with powder coated alluminium fittings and
fixtures and transparent silicon sealant glass
fixing to frame as per detailes etc complete for
window.

3.00 Smt 2002.17 6006.51

41

Providing and fixing standared extruded of
alluminium section of size 63mm x 38.10mm x
1.2mm @ Wt. 0.643 kg per mt with colour
Powder Coated alluminium frame for
ventilation with 5 mm thick frosted glass as
details etc complete for Ventilation

1.00 Smt 1373.45 1373.45

42

Providing &fixing in position fully
panneled/partly pennaled partly glazed/ full
height/ half height alluminium frame partition if
necessary colour anodized coated rectangle
section in 75 x 38 mm vertical & horizonal to
be used for top all intermediate bottom & side
ends panels.Pannels is to be prepared from 5
mm thick Modiguard or equivalent approved
standard quality coloured/plain glass or 12 mm
eco board prelaminated both side of standard
and approved quality with glazing clip rubber
gasket with aluminium bedding of required size, 
All glazing should be designed with decorative
film if necessary.Scope includes all fixtures
and fastening and screws etc.completed as
directed by EIC.Pennaling is to be done as
directed by EIC.

11.00 Smt 3528.00 38808



43

Providing and laying marble stone slab flooring
over 20mm (average)base of cement mortar 1:6
(1-cement : 6 coarse sand) or L.M. 1:1.5(1- lime
putty : 1.5 - coarse sand) laid and jointed with
gray cement slurry including rubbing and
polishing complete. (A) Marble slab 25mm
thick

11.00 Smt 1380.75 15188.25

44

Steel work, welded in built up sections framed
work including cutting, hoisting, fixing in
position and applying a priming coat of read
lead paint. (A)In beams and joists, channels
angles Tees, flats, with connecting plates or
angle cleats as in main and cross beams. Hip
and jack rafters, purlins conneted to common
rafters and the like

1000.00 Kg 63.28 63280

45

Dismentaling tiled of stone floors laid in
mortar including stacking of serviceable
materilas and disposal of unserviceable
materials with all lead and lift.

30.00 Smt 31.50 945

46

Providing and laying broken China Mosaic
Flooring for terrace using 12mm to 20mm
broken pieces of glazed tiles to be laid over
cement mortar 1:3 to plain or slope and to be
tempered to bring mortar crème out upto
surface using white cement including rounding
off junctions and extending them up to 15cm
along the wall, clearing with water and oxalic
acid etc. as directed by EIC.

30.00 Smt 502.95 15088.5

47

Providing & fixing of wall cupboard shutters
using 18MM plywood with Wood Framing size
of 25 x 35 mm, decorative laminate of approved
shade & brand on front side and backside with
white laminated sheet. Including finishing with
beading patti and polishing the same. Fixing of
door with hinges, one number of magnet and
door handle on each door and one number of
door lock and stopper for locking arrangement
good quality etc. Complete including materials
and labour as direction of Engineer in charge.

7.00 Smt 4152.00 29064



48

Providing and fixing wall cupboards, of 16"
depth using 18MM plywood for sides &
shutters, 6MM plywood at backside laminate of
approved shade for all sides and inside white
laminate including materials such as beading
strips, handles, magnets, adhesive having good
quality of locking arrangements including
labour complete in all respect as directed by
EIC.

5.00 Smt 6635.00 33175

49

P & F steel cupboard shutter of 20 gauge with
steel frame & fixing the frame with brick
masonary including locking arrangement with 1
coat of primer ( red oxide ) i.e asian, dulux or
its equivalent and 3 coats of approved oil paint
i.e asian, dulux or its equivalent etc. complete
as per requirement and instruction of EIC.

9.00 Smt 3182.00 28638

708480.24
708500.00

Total Rs.

In words: Seven Lakh Eight Thousand Five Hundred Rupees Only
(B)      Bidder's Offer  _____% Above/Below of (A)

Say Rs. (A)

(C)      Grand Total (C = A + B) 

(D)     Goods & Service Tax ( D = C x GST in % Prevailing or Applicable )
(E)     Grand Total Including GST ( E = C + D )

Final Offer with GST in Rs.
Final Offer with GST in Words: 

I / WE HERE BY AGREE TO CARRY OUT ABOVE SAID WORK

AT______% ABOVE / BELOW THE ESTIMATED COST MENTIONED AS ABOVE AND THUS

THE AMOUNT OF MY / OUR TENDER COMES OUT TO BE  

PGVCL, CITY CIRCLE OFFICE,
RAJKOT

(A) WITHOUT GST RS.(IN FIGURE)____________________. 

(IN WORDS)___________________________________________________________________________

(B)WITH GST RS.(IN FIGURE)______________________. 

(IN WORDS)__________________________________________________________________________

Signature of contractor with seal SUPERINTENDING   ENGINEER,             


